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Apple challenges bid 
Computer order delayed 
by Steven Jennings 
Chronicle photography director 
The Apple Computer Coq). 
of Cupertino is challenging the 
bid for thousands of dollars in 
computer equipment ordered for 
the newly-opened University 
Hall. 
The effect of the challenge, 
according to university officials, 
is to delay the introducticm of 
computer equipment into several 
badly-need^ labs, a delay which 
could extend well into the Spring 
quarter. 
According to state law, 
equipment orders the size of 
CSUSB's which exceed 
$100,000 must undergo a strict 
bidding process. The school's 
order underwent the first stage of 
the process, but it has now en­
tered the second stage where it 
may be challenged by suppliers 
who were not award^ the bid. 
Apple objected to the win­
ner of CSUSB's contract, saying 
the supplier is not authoriz^ to 
handle such a large and complex 
order. 
One of CSUSB's responses 
to the hold on delivery of the 
equipmrat has been to sq)arate 
the computer order for the educa­
tion lab fn)m the remaining bulk 
of the order. This has resulted in 
bringing the education hardware 
in under the $100,000 bidding 
ceiling, taking advantage of a le­
gal loophole. Now the state su­
pervised bidding process does not 
apply and the emergency request 
will provide equipment needed 
to bring the education labs on-line 
in time for next quarter's sched­
uled courses. 
This means that the comput­
ers for the journalism, learning 
center and self-instructional labs 
will not be on campus until ap­
proximately one month after the 
arrival of the emergency ship­
ment 
Jan Lemmond of CSUSB's 
Prociu'ement Office says that stu­
dents will be experiencing prob­
lems as a result of the delay. She 
also says that the error occurred 
between the state and the dis­
tributor. 
'Th^ was-a misrommiim-
cation between A[q>ie and the 
state's Office of Procurement in 
Sacramento," said Lemmond. 
"But now, our order has been 
placed as first pritMity with the 
supplier. 
Frank Slaton, associate di­
rector of computing, oversees the 
ordering and installation of U 
Hall's computer labs. He thinks 
that Apple challenged the bid 
because they feel that they have 
other dealers more suited to 
handle the order. 
"Apqjlehasoiher dealers who 
are authorized to do these labs," 
he said. "They feel these dealers 
are more qu^ified by virtue of 
their experience in dealing with 
the installation of labs having this 
level of sophistication." 
Slaton emphasized that these 
problems have not resulted in a 
cancellatitm of the order. 
"We will still be getting all 
oflhccomputers,"hesaid.' 
wilfte a'dday (^Tess than ihiny 
days." 
According to Slaton, the de­
lay in the order may prove to save 
the university a sutetantial sum 
of money. 
'The setback is beneficial 
becauseofApple'scuiting of their 
prices on the Macintosh product 
line," said Slaton. "Their prices 
are down from nine to 37 percent 
and that translates into a savings 
to the university of $47,000." 
Danielle Devaux contributed 
to this article. 
Touch tone registration delayed 
by Renee Groese 
Chronicle editor in chief 
Cal State, San Bernardino stu­
dents may have to wait awhile 
before touch tone registration will 
be ready fcx' use. 
Touch tone registration was 
slated to be ready in May, but 
technical problems will delay the 
program until at least .August, 
said Directcx* of Admissions and 
Records, Lydia Ortega. 
The softwareprogram CSUSB 
received was not compatible with 
the system that they are used to 
op^ting. Administration will 
have to work out the technical 
difficulties befm^ the system can 
be implemented. 
"We don't want a systm that 
will make us go backwards, or 
one that we don't understand," 
Ortega said. 
With touch tone registration, 
students have access to phoning 
in the classes that they want to 
take. The computer will tell the 
students whether or not they re­
ceived the classes they selected. 
Cal State, L. A. and Cal Slate, 
Long Beach are two campuses 
that currently use touch tone. 
Those schools have a different 
software system than CSUSB 
does, and in order for touch tone 
to be used at CSUSB, they will 
need more implementation time. 
CSUSB will be hiring a pro­
gramming staff in the Compter 
Science department, and a 
consusltant to run touch tone. 
"The advantages of using 
touch tone will be hopefully the 
elimination of walk-thru regis­
tration, which will benefit the 
campus greatly," Ortega said. 
Another advantage will be 
knowing your schedule up front. 
There will be approximately 
32 telephone lines for students to 
call. A card will come in the mail 
indicating when students can be­
gin phoning in their registration. 
Students must meet with their 
advisor before using touch tone. 
They mail in their money, or 
can pay at school. 
A worksheet will be provided 
with the class schedules that will 
tell students how to use touch 
tone. Touch tone will have the 
ability to tell students if classes 
are filled to capacity, or if they 
are closed or open. 
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Future lawyers: 
Pre-Law Association formed 
by Deborah Medina 
Chronicle staff writer 
The Pre-Law Association is 
the first organization on CSUSB 
campus concerning topics of 
those students who want to pur­
sue their career in law. 
"The organization is opened 
to any student who wants to 
attend," said faculty advisor 
Dr. Frances S. Coles, who is a 
professor in Criminal Justice 
and coordinator in Paralegal 
Studies. 
"There is not a particular 
major a student has to be study­
ing for. In fact, the students that 
attended the first meeting var­
ied in their majors frc»n En­
glish, Political Science, Sociol­
ogy, to German," Coles said. 
The first meeting was held 
on February 3,1992. Some of 
the events discussed were for 
guest speakers to come on cam­
pus, such as: attorneys, judges 
and professixs from different 
law schools. Also, visits to law 
schools, law libraries, and attend­
ing social events, will be part of 
the Pre-Law Association agenda. 
"Members of the organization 
will also have the opportunity to 
take practice tests, to prepare 
themselves for the LSAT," said 
President Joe Naus, a Criminal 
Justice major. 
"Being in the Pre-Law Asso­
ciation will also benefit students 
who are applying for law school," 
Naus said. 
"One of the main things law 
schools look at besides G.P.A.'s 
andLSAT scores,is involvement 
with clubs of different interest." 
Meetings are held every other 
Wednesday at 3p.m. The next 
meeting is on March 4, in the 
Senate Chambers. If the room is 
not available, the meeting will be 
held in the nearest location in the 
Student Union. There is a $5 
dollar membership fee and those 
students who are interested can 
call Joe Naus directly at (714) 
242-1419 or leave him a message 
at the Criminal Justice depart­
ment at 880-5506. 
Cowan receives 
teaching award 
Psych instructor 
gets 'Professor of 
the year' honors 
by Amy Heritage 
Chronicle staff writer 
Gloria Cowan is this year's 
outstanding Cal State University 
San Bernardino professor. Cowan 
willrepresent the San Bernardino 
campus in the upcoming CSU 
competition. The two outstanding 
professors fcx* the entire system 
will be announced in March. 
"1 feel vCTy honored by this 
award. After being a professor 
for almost twenty-two years, it 
feels very gratifying," Cowan 
said. 
Cowan directs CSUSB's 
masters program in psychology 
and chairs the Faculty Retention, 
Promotion and Tenure 
Committee for the Psychology 
Department. 
Clowan joined CSUSB in 1973 
and served as chair of the 
Psychology Department from 
1977 to 1983. 
Cowan is active as both a 
researcher and an educator. She 
has expertise in both social 
psychology and wwnen' s studies. 
"Although my training is in 
the field of social psychology, 
much of my work falls into the 
discipline of womens studies, " 
Cowan said. 
As a researcher Cowan 
specializes in exploring 
pornography issues. 
"I'm interested inaca^gory 
of pornography known as 
dehumanizing degrading, as 
opposed to violentpomography," 
she said. 
Cowan's most recent research 
explores the types of issues and 
media themes inpomogr^y that 
people find degrading to women. 
She said her research examines 
the overall media images of 
women and the social messages 
they contain. 
Cowan is also involved in 
research that explores co^ 
def 
point of view and on gender and 
social influence. 
LUCY'S DANCE STUDIO 
535 NORTH "E" STREET 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92410 
S8Q-6422 or 885-78101 
• Social/Ballroom Dancing Classes: 
Sundays at 2:00 p.m. 
• Western Dance Classes: 
Saturdays at 7:00 p.m. & Sundays at 3:00 p.m. 
ASK FOR SPECIAL STUDENT RATE 
10% Student Discount ALL Day! 
DELMY'S 
SUB STOP 
8804605 
1357 Kendall 
WE \ Special: 
DELIVER^ 4"SL'B & 
1 Med. drink 
/ $1.99 
Best Subs In Town! 
Congrntufntions to the 
neiv tniticrtcs oj 
damma Stgmn 4.fp(an 
Gloria Cowan 
Cowan has had article 
published in journals inciudin 
"Psychology of Woinci 
Quarterly," "Sex Roles" and ih 
"Journal of Personality an 
Social Psychology," 
Cowan maintains profession 
affiliations with the Westei 
Psychological Association, 
Society for the Psychologi 
Study of Social Issues, li 
Association for Women ii 
Psychology and the Psychol 
of Women Division of 
American Psychologic 
Association. 
Cowan serves on the Board 
5rs for Uie Riverside Ra 
Crisis Ccnicr. 
"I've worked hard to serve 
a mentor to my students a 
strive to teach classes that 
believe help women find a vo 
about their own experience: 
Cowan said. 
Cowan said she finds 
aspect of her work rewarding 
view of the fact that as a gradus 
student she did not have a 
female role models acting 
mentors. 
"In my teaching expcrienc 
I've worked with individu 
students and helped ihcm 
excited about research and 
involved in research, " 
Cowan. 
Cowan says she has develoj 
her own theory of educac 
during her many years as 
educator. 
"I believe that psychologi 
knowledge is socially constnii 
and constantly changing. 1 irj 
emphasize a critical 
thoughtful approach 
knowledge as opposed i 
memorization of information 
may be out dated within a 
years." 
/r 
Advertise in 
The Chronicle 
880-5931 
I S-714- MISSION SOULEVARO. KIV^RSIPE. CALIFORNIA 
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Chisholm speaks 
on racism, unity 
by Natalie White 
Chronicle staff writer 
Shirley Chisholm spoke lo the 
students, faculty and guests at 
Cal State, San Bernardino about 
her thoughts on unity through 
diversity, on Feb. 6,1992. 
Chisholm was the first black 
woman to be elected to the United 
States Congress fw seven terms, 
and is also the first woman to run 
forpresidentof the United Slates. 
A graduate from Brooklyn 
College and Columbia Univer­
sity, she hasanM.A.andaPH.D. 
In her speech she expressed her 
views on unity through diversity. 
She began her speech with the 
notion that racism is still alive in 
America and it has been the ma-
jOTConsiraintof this country. She 
warned her audience that, "if we 
fthe American people)don'tleam 
lo live together we will drown 
together." 
Chisholm addressed the audi­
ence about the background his­
tory of America. She also pressed 
upon the audience that African-
Americans helped develop the 
country. She informed some,and 
reminded others that in the basic 
doctrine of this country , black 
people were not considered a 
whole person. For representation 
purposes only, these people were 
regarded as three fifths of a per­
son until the fourteenth, fif­
teenth, and sixteenth amend­
ments were enacted. 
Chisholm also spoke about the 
Chinese in 1914, the Japanese in 
1940, and of the indians since the 
inception and birth of America. 
Also, she made a point that 
women need to be a part of the 
law making p-oc^ in America. 
During the question and an-
The Hon. Shiriey Chisholm 
swer period, she answered ques­
tions concerning drugs and gangs, 
the image of black males, George 
Bush, and how the Japanese feel 
about the U.S. 
She urged Americans to read 
more so we can get a better un-
d^tanding about people of adif-
ferent race or ethnicity, and also 
urged the audience to not rely on 
the media because the media will 
distort the truth. 
A video tape of Chisholm's 
speech is available in the library. 
She also has an autobiography 
out entitled, "Unbought and 
Unbossed." 
Black History Month 
February features 
awareness events 
by Natalie White 
Chronicle staff writer 
February has been set aside to 
remember the history made by 
African-Americans. Black His-
tCMy Month is a time lo educate 
those who contributed lo the de­
velopment of the United States 
of America. 
Black History Month also pro­
vides a forum for discussion of 
social issues such as racial ten­
sion, and economic issues. 
Black-History Month-is-not 
just for African-Americans. It is 
a time aimed at educating Blacks, 
Whites, Hispanics and Asians 
about the history of African-
Americans. 
Recently, there has been dis­
cussion about the necessity of a 
Black History Month. 
Some feel that the plight of all 
that helped shaped and form the 
United States should be incorpo­
rated into the educational sys­
tem. 
It is under­
stood, how­
ever, that these 
changes take 
lime and until 
change takes 
place traditions 
such as Black 
History Month 
will remain 
a part of 
America. 
"I believe the 
white commu­
nity needs to be educated about 
Black History. Far loo little is 
known of the experience and con­
tribution of the African-Ameri­
cans," Doug Mace said. 
Black 
History 
month 
provides 
a forum 
for 
(SsassMxt 
of social 
issues. 
-V.v. vX' A vie Vic ylv va' qX' va . ^ ,9.0, 
On the spot / 
NATAUe mUTEA CmSUCDONAUIfTheOmkie 
Arthur Jones-"Black History 
Month is a time for all people to 
reflect on a people that have 
struggled and are still struggling 
to be accepted as equals. All of 
us can gain some insight by study-
ingBlack History on treating your 
fellowman. Treatmentofpeople 
of color is improving but we still 
Arlene Reed-"We know the his­
tory, now we need the knowl­
edge". 
Paul Stumpf-"I think that Black 
History Month is great fOT cel­
ebrating the achievements of 
Black people. It is displays some 
of the changes that we have made 
injuslashOTt period of time. We 
still have a ways to go but this is 
an excellent start". 
Paula Monma-"A time of refec­
tions and awareness of the Black 
American culture. 
Robin Diamond-"Black History 
month, to me, is a celebration of 
equality and unity, whether you 
are black or white, male or fe­
male, young or old. But most 
important, it should not only be 
celebrated for a month but for 
life". 
have a ways to go' 
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Courses are insufficient 
Anyone who has seen this spring's course schedule can see the 
dramatic effects of the state's shrinking budget on education. As the 
funds have dried up, so have the number of course offerings. 
One has to look at the courses offered within certain majors to 
see that some students have extreme difficulty in fulfilling their 
graduation requirements. There is a great deal of frustration among 
communication and political science majors, to name just a couple. 
The Communication Department is offering only nineteen 
courses towards the major that are not either GE's or 600 series 
courses; two of them are off-campus. Another four pairs of classes 
are offered at the same time (meaning that only four of the eight are 
available for you to take). One-third of all these communication 
courses are offered on Tuesday and Thursday nights. 
The Political Science Department has problems of another 
nature. Three of the 11 upper division courses offered are electives, 
not required for any programs. One cannot help but ask the question 
"Why are these courses being offered when budget cuts have so 
severely limited the number of courses available that students need to 
graduate?" 
It appears that professors have favorite courses and sometimes 
act upon their own interests, unable to see the plight of the students 
who cannot get those few courses needed for their degree. 
We understand that professors feel these courses are important. 
However, they are not required for graduation and that is more 
important. These courses should be put on hold until the budget crisis 
subsides. 
Another factor in political science is that three of the eight 
faculty positions allott^ to the department are being held open 
because of budgetary restraints. This wwsens the situation with these 
extra courses because, without all of the positions filled, the depart­
ment is not (grating at full capacity, causing a fundamental reduc­
tion in the amount of courses that can be offered by virtue of the 
department's lack of sufficient human resources. 
The numerous conflicts created by both of these situations do 
not give either group of students much of a selection. 
Let's also keep in mind that most students are juggling a neces­
sary part-time job, important extra-curricular activities and, in some 
cases, the demands of a family. 
In preparation for this fall's course offerings, the administration 
and each of the university's departments need to keep these concerns 
in mind. Otherwise, more students will become needlessly frustrated, 
unable to get the courses they need to graduate. 
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Letters 
[)ear Editor, 
TTie last issue of the Chronicle 
reported asiory of what was believed 
to be a Christian evangelist who 
preached in the free speech quad­
rangle and managed to offend many 
students passing by. What was not 
reported (through no fault of the 
Chronicle) was the fact that the 
"Christian Evangelist" was no Chris­
tian at all. 
I know this because I was one of 
the bypassers who was offended. 
What actually offended me the most 
was not that he was trying to convert 
me, but that he was trying by telling 
me things that contradict the mes­
sage of the Holy Scripttires. 
Perhaps the most ignorant and 
blatantly false claim he made was 
that the Holy ScripUires instructs us 
to repent of all our sins and live right 
from that time on (a truly impossible 
task for any mortal) and only then 
will we be given the gift of eternal 
life and be saved. In other words he 
said that we earn our way to heaven 
and if we don't make the grade then 
we don't make iL This is not the 
message of Christianity although it 
is a common misconception and prob­
ably why so many people are jaded 
and non-responsive to the true Chris­
tian message found in the scripture. 
The Christian message found in scrip­
ture tells us th^ there is nothing we 
can do on our own power separate 
from God to earn our passage into 
heaven, but that salvation is the 
unmerited free grace of God if we 
only believe in Christ 
It is interesting to note that in a 
random sample study of over 100 
University of California college stu­
dents, all of whom were asked the 
question, "what is the main theme of 
the Bible", less than 3% were able to 
answer. Most have never read it, 
passing It off as "just another bQoluL" 
The imporianl ihirig for us to 
understand is how easy it is for intel­
ligent people to arrive at a false con­
clusion on the basis of an uninformed 
or fjre-judged assumption. 
As a Christian who has read the 
B ible many times and continue to do 
so finding much depth and life-giv­
ing wisdom in it, I despise the legal­
istic burden which that evangelist 
attempted to put upon us. But almost 
as sad is that tertdency in many of us 
to pre-judge and dismiss the true 
Christianmessage.Thomas Aquinas, 
George Washington, Stevie Won­
der, Bertrand Russell andC.S. Lewis 
(to name a few) came to a point 
where they stopped pre-judging the 
Christian message and so should we. 
Michael Belgium 
Dear Editor: 
We all Gorma Die* 
A.K.A.NSCI 310 Course Summary 
Smog's so thick, can't breathe the 
air. 
•We even got holes in the ozone layer. 
Most folks say we don't got a prayer. 
WE ALL GONNA DIE 
Free mercury included with each fish. 
Red meat's not a healthy dish. 
Meat, for many, is only a wish. 
WE ALL GONNA DIE 
Censorship is taking control. 
AIDS begiiming to take it's toll. 
What happened to sex, drugs, and 
rock & roll. 
WE ALL GONNA DIE 
During the missile crises in '62. 
I thought for sure we all was through. 
Wouldn't that mess up your mind 
V/E ALL GONNA DIE 
I'll stop smoking and I'll recycle. 
I'll sell my car and ride a bicycle. 
But that ain't gonna stop this cycle. 
WE ALL GONNA DIE 
You all go home and cry, 
or watch a Stooge get hit with a pic. 
But if we're not all willin' to try. 
WE ALL GONNA DIE 
Jack L. Webb 
Dear Editor, 
On December 6, 1991 the 
Chronicle began to report on the con­
troversy between People for the Ethi­
cal Treatment of Animals (PETA) 
and CSUSB regarding the coyotes 
kept on campus. PETA has accused 
Dr. EUins of cruel and callous treat­
ment of these animals both during 
and after his research. 
I would like to address the au­
thor of the Opinion column, specifi­
cally and the Chronicle, in general. 
The writer was sensationalistic, in-, 
flammatoiy, and igiK)rant of the facts' 
I would have only been mildly dis­
gusted if I were not acquainted with 
the parties involved, but since I am, 
I am incensed at such irresponsible 
commentary. 
The "No Trespassing" sign is 
there to protect the animals and pro-
videcontrolduringresearch. It is not 
there to secretly sequester the ani­
mals in order to diabolically torture 
and maim them. In actuality, for the 
resident coyotes, the compound is a 
refuge. 
See'TETTER" fjage 12 
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Racism cured by education, not censorship 
'Political Correctness' focuses on symptoms; 
real solution must go to the root of the problem 
by Steven Jennings 
Chronicle photography director 
r 
After hearing President 
OeorgeBush'sStateoftheUnion 
address, I thought about his 
(^ge to the American people. 
He said that we must work to­
ward ending racism, 
c If our society is to totally 
Ml^te, our energies must be 
foci^ on expanding knowledge 
of races other than our own. We 
nuist foster an understanding of 
other peoples and cultures as we 
iewlop tolerance for differences, 
individual members of society 
Ineed to learn how to deal with 
pec^le who have differing opin-
lions firtxn their own. 
Bush is dead right when he 
says we must put an end to rac­
ism. There are some who pro­
pose to accomplish this goal by 
enacting policies and laws that 
work to punish the mere manifes­
tations of racism. 
This is wrong. We mustcome 
up with solutions that drive to the 
root of the problem. 
And yet there is a disease 
spreading throughout our nation. 
It seems to be festering on col­
lege campuses across the coun­
try. It is Imown as "political cor-
recmess." 
Recently, the disease moved 
to Southern California where it 
has infected Gal State, Fullerton. 
The school's Faculty Senate is 
besieged by advocates of this 
senseless policy. They espouse 
the belief, among others, that rigid 
restrictions should be placed on 
the use of derogatory stereotypi­
cal, ethnically based racist la­
bels. 
The "politically correct" ar­
gue that those who verbally at­
tack someone with racial slurs 
should be severely punished. This 
punishment can range from a 
warning to the ultimate penalty 
of expulsion. (For example, like 
Columbia University in New 
York, where the mere utterance 
of a slur will get you thrown out). 
It is incomprehensible that 
we could allow the removal of 
one of our peers for conveying a 
thought to someone else, no mat-
tsr how base or misinformed it 
may be. It is a thought that must 
be dealt with and cannot be cen­
sored. 
Foundation Pood Services presents... 
STARTING MONDAY, 
FEBRUARY 24 
Study at the Commons... 
...with room to spaire 
...with light 2Lnd adr 
...with snacks amd drinks right there! 
Monday - Friday 
1:30 pm - 5:00 pm 
Sandwiches, Fruit, Soft Drinks, Chips, 
amd more! 
Bring this ad and receive a free 
soft driidi with any sandwich 
purchased! 
"We must 
come up 
with solu­
tions that 
drive to the 
root of the 
problem." 
We should ueai this utter­
ance as a sign that this person 
needs help dealing with those who 
are different from them. We 
shouldn' t use this transfer of idea 
and opinion as a weapon to per­
secute this person and remove 
them from our community of 
ideas just because some of us 
think their thoughts are bad. 
It doesn't help to punish 
people who use these slurs. 
These groups are engaging 
in an act of futility as they at­
tempt to end racism by threaten­
ing people with punishment for 
allowing their hate to escape from 
their lips by saying words like 
"wop" or "wetback". This line of 
thinking tries to cure a disease by 
treating a symptom. It ignores 
the core of the affliction, allow­
ing it to surface in other ways like 
hate crimes, prejudicial employ­
ment and bigotry in the home. 
Consider an example of a stu­
dent who was raised in an ex­
tremely racist home. Their par-
entsconsianily barrage them with 
racist jokes, slurs and stereotypes. 
When this person Teat^hes col" 
lege, they may never have had 
their beliefs seriously challenged. 
But now they are here at college, 
a sanctuary for unbridled learn­
ing amidst the free market of 
ideas. 
The student conveys a mean­
ing to those around them, de­
rogatory of another race. Do we 
then act quickly to shut them up, 
focusing on the symptom while 
ignoring the problem? Why 
would we? Are we afraid that 
what they might say will reveal 
the true feelings inside of us? 
The transmission of this 
thought not only gives us the cp-
portunity to explore the reasons 
why this person feels this way, it 
helps us examine our own be­
liefs. We get to see if we, deep 
down, feel that other races are 
inferior and if so, why? 
These challanges to our own 
beliefs will serve to strengthen 
our convictions (unless we are 
persuaded to discard them to­
tally). 
But ultimately it is up to the 
individual to make his or her own 
choices. If we can never cwne to 
a concensus on the problems of 
racism, we must recognize and 
protect the first amendment rights 
of every individual. We may not 
beable toconvinceeveryone that 
racism is bad; there are some 
who just will not agree and they 
are entitled to their own opinion. 
That is the Constitutional guar­
antee of every American. 
The person who is of the 
race being defamed will be hurt. 
There is pain when something 
bad is said about one's, ethnic 
"Back^ound. But that is one of the 
many prices we must pay to live 
in a free democratic society, 
where the unfettered free market 
of ideas is fundamental and all 
important. 
We need both good and bad 
ideas. We need the good to 
achieve goals, one of them to 
understand each other. We have 
a need for the bad ideas as well. 
We must be able to critically ex­
amine what we think is right by 
comparing it to other ideas that 
differ—each different idea is a 
See "POUrtCAL"page 6 
A Polilictll^ Corftct EliLria.[ CiiW. * 
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'Morality and Law' theme 
for annual essay competition 
by Stacy McClendon 
Chronicle managing editor 
"Mwaliiy and Law" is the 
topic for the Campbell Writing 
Competition for 1992. It is in­
tended to promote writing 
through a contest in which stii-
denls i»«pare essays regarding 
the relationship of law and mo­
rality. There is a $300 cash prize 
awarded to the winner. 
The deadline is May 11. The 
essays must be submitted to the 
Political Science department in 
the Faculty Office Building room 
146. The winner will be an­
nounced on June 1. 
Papers should be around 15 
pages; there is a 20 page maxi­
mum length. Students should sub­
mit an original copy and two pho­
tocopies. The essays must be 
typed, double spaced and adhere 
to formal Chicago Manual of 
Style guidelines. 
R E S T A U R A N T  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  
COME 
WORK 
IN THE 
GARDEN! 
Challenge. Excitement. Fun. Re­
wards. It's all waiting for you at our 
brand new Olive Garden location. 
We have more than 100 oppor­
tunities immediately available: 
• Hosts & Hostesses 
• Waiters & Waitresses 
• Bussers 
• Bartenders 
• Cashiers 
• Pasta Makers 
• Prep Cooks 
• Line Cooks 
• Dish Machine 
Operators 
Take advantage of the rewards 
The Olive Garden has to offer 
you: paid vacation: profit sharing: 
server sales achievement awards: 
meal discounts and medical/ 
dental (with certain eligibility 
requirements). 
Applications will be taken Men.-
Sat. between 8 a.m. and 7 p.in. 
Apply for any of the positions 
list^ above by visiting with us at 
our newest location: 
460 Hospitality Lane 
(Intersection of 
Hospitality Lane and 
North Waterman Blvd.) 
San Bernardino 
An Equal 
Oppo^nity Employer 
fMHN MSMKANT 
The essays will bejudgedon 
the basis of originality, compre­
hensiveness and clarity of rea-
SOTing and writing. Essays should 
be written from an interdiscipli­
nary perspective. 
The competition is open to 
both graduate and undergraduate 
students currently attending Cal 
State, San Bemaidino on a full-
OT part-time basis. 
For more information, CCHI-
tact Professor Edward J. Erler in 
the Political Science Department, 
880-5555. 
Political: Defend first ammendment rights 
Continued from page 5 
shade of grey. One of those shades 
is the extreme opposite of our 
selection. If I'm trying to affir­
matively prove that something is 
white, does it not also strengthen 
my arguement to also show why 
it isn't black, or any other shade 
for that matter. 
We are adults. We are at col­
lege to learn from our instructors 
and, perhaps more importantly, 
to learn from each other. One 
way to learn from each other is to 
interact and sometimes this inter­
action is negative, rather than 
positive. But we have still learned 
a lesson. And being students 
seeking truth, we will pursue our 
encounter and discover what 
caused the exchange that took 
place within the interaction and 
why? We will then assimilate our 
findings into our own experience 
and move on, sometimes licking 
oiu" wounds. 
Let's concentrate on educat­
ing the young and break the ste­
reotypical barriers they face. We 
must portray all races togetheras 
they really are, equal. Each will 
have its own physical character­
istics. They each have their own 
rich history and we should le^ 
them all, not just that olthe one 
dominant group. 
Only then will we be respond­
ing to the charge of ending rac­
ism. We will diagnose a sickness 
by recognizing a symptom. Then 
we will treat that which is caus­
ing the sickness. We will try to 
cure the patient by attacking the 
disease while allowing the symp­
toms to run their course. 
12 Month Lease 
save up to 
$905 
6 Month Lease 
save up to 
$605 
'Effective ^ nts 
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Kendall 
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FREE! 
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get a 
second 
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FREE! 
Buy one ice 
cream 
cone- Get a 
second one 
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PRICE. 
A new shop for your convenience, your enjoyment and your 
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Jatoos 
cA fashion statement tfiat Casts forever 
J 
by Michelle Huereque 
and Jennifer Studley 
Chronicle staff writers 
Have you ever thought about what 
Julia Roberts, Roseanne Barr, Johnny 
Depp, and Cher have in common besides 
being famous? Well if you guessed hav­
ing a lauoo, you were right! 
Taiioos have become the latest fash­
ion statement. The only thing is, this 
statement will last forever. Some may 
think tattoos are ugly and degrading, while 
others see them as a symbol of their youth. 
' Tattoos are not just for college students. 
Bill Stewart, a tauoo artist at Ink 
j Fever Tattoo Studio in Riverside, has been 
^ doing tattoos for two and a half years. 
"There is no typical customer. They range 
from college students- mostly fraternity 
and sorority members to old men and 
women," said Stewart. 
The average tattoo can range from 
S35 and up, depending on the size, color, 
and location on the body. The time it takes 
to actually get a tattoo can be anywhere 
•jfrom 45 minutes to years. "Some people 
f come in and get a quick job while others 
iget tattoos that require additions that can 
Jtakc years to finally complete," Stewart 
j explained. Stewart said most college stu-
' dents want greek letters if they belong to a 
j fraternity or sorority or something small 
and inconspicuous. He says these small 
did it 
anyway. I 
really dig 
it." 
-student 
parent's 
nightmare 
to see 
their child 
do some­
thing like 
that to . 
their 
body," 
-parent 
tattoos do not really show the 
artists expression and he enjoys 
creating the bigger more extrava­
gant ones. "You can always add 
on to a tattoo, but you can never 
really take one off," he said. 
Mark Sanden, a Cal State, San 
Bernardino student has a tattoo 
of a lion with green eyes and a 
peace sign on iL All three of 
these symbols have a special 
meaning to him. Sanden's astro­
logical sign is a Leo, his eyes are 
green, and world peace is an ideal 
he is proud to stand up for. Sanden 
had another motive for getting 
the tattoo. "I want to be able to 
look at my tattoo 30 years from 
Sorrohty and fraternity members brand their 
grrek ietters on their bodies. 
now and remember what was really im­
portant to me." 
Chad Davidson, a junior at CSUSB 
got his tattoo just after high school. He 
says he had a panther put on his right 
shoulder to be rebellious. Davidson said, 
"Everyone told me no, so I did it anyway." 
He went thru a period of time when he 
wished he had bought about it a little 
more. But when asked about it now, 
Davidson responds by saying, "I dig it." 
Memo Castillo, a member of Sigma 
Nu fraternity, recently had his fraternity 
letters tattooed in a rather private place. 
The tattoo is on his right hip just below his 
belt line. When asked if it hurt, Castillo 
said, "Yeah, it hurt at the time, but it was 
worth it." Castillo and one of his closest 
brothers each got matching tattoos in the 
sameplace. "Getting matching tattoos has 
only strenghtened our brotherly bond and 
they symbolize our friendship that will 
last forever," said Castillo. 
Erika Rapport, a sister of the Alpha 
Delta Pi sorcMity, had a tazmanian devil 
tattooed on her shoulder about two years 
ago. She th^ regretted it one month later. 
Rapport plans to get hers removed this 
summer through laser surgery. The cost is 
around S600 and she has been told it is a 
painless procedure. To anyone thinking 
about getting a tattoo she says, "Think 
about it a long time before you actually go 
through with it. It is a life long decision." 
When asked what their parents 
thought, the most common response was, 
"They hate it." 
Judy Hiser, a mother of a Cal State 
student, came home from a business trip to 
find that her daughter had gotten a tattoo. 
"I couldn't believe she did it," Hiser said. 
"It's a parent's nightmare to see your child 
do something like that to their body. I'm 
still very upset about it and I probably 
always will be." 
Even though tattoos have been around 
for centuries, it has not been until recently 
that they have been used as a form of 
fashion. The Fads of the 90s may soon 
fade away, but this form of expression will 
stay with you forever if your arc brave 
enough to withstand the pain. 
STEVEV JCNNNGSTIW CARNUTO 
A Delta Sig stamped a pharoh on his arm. 
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Keith sweats It out, 
sweet and funky 
by Natalie White 
Chronicle staff writer 
Keith Sweat has done it 
again! Along with Hiram Hicks 
and a little help from L.L. CooIJ, 
they have managed to put lo-
gethera slamming album entitled 
"Keep it Coming." Sweat fu^t 
gain^ recognition from rhythm 
and blues fans in 1987 with his 
debut album "Make it Last Fw-
ever." 
The dance songs have hard 
core hitting beats that makes you 
want to pump up the volume so 
thalbasscanpound through. The 
first single, "Keep it Com ing," is 
a funky dance tune that has a taste 
of rap, new jack swing, and funk. 
Don't panic, Keith Sweat 
does have the sweet slow songs 
that made him popular, especially 
with the females. The second 
single, "Love You Down," is a 
very sensuous slow jam that 
makes you long for being with 
that someone special. Also fea­
tured on the compact disc is 
"There You go Telling me no 
Again" which was first debuted 
in the movie "New Jack City." 
If you like Keith Sweat, 
"Keep it Coming." is a great buy 
for you and a great for that some­
one special. 
Crossword puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 After awhile 
5 — transit 
10 Account entry 
14 Pleasant 
15 Without peer 
16 Win by a — 
17 Extra tele­
phones 
19 Fourth down 
play 
20 Protection 
21 Ring stone 
22 Reasons out 
24 Plantations 
26 Witness stand 
word 
27 Garden plot 
28 Tipping items 
29 J(^n — 
32 Strongboxes 
35 Charity shows 
37 Departure 
38 Ball loss 
39 Cote denizens 
40 Gets drunk 
42 Obtuse 
43 Total 
44 Genghis — 
45 Sward 
46 Rid of rodents 
48 Kind of oil 
52 Comedian's 
supplier 
54 Of flying 
55 Joanne of 
movies 
56 Century plant 
57 Point after 11 D 
60 Ollie's pal 
61 Worn away 
62 In addition 
63 Office phone 
button 
64 Evaporates 
65 Pipe joints 
DOWN 
1 Anoint old 
style 
2 Puts the 
kibosh on 
3 Group of eight 
4 Originally 
named 
5 Spoke with a 
burr 
6 Pseudonym 
7 Swimming spot 
8 Lodge 
9 Renegade 
10 Computer feed 
11 Gridiron score 
12 Slave 
13 NY nine 
18 Stenopad 
squiggles 
23 Storm or bowl 
25 Backs up 
26 Undealt card 
stock 
28 Bittern's 
cousin 
30 Wallet fillers 
31 Existence 
32 Bristle 
33 Leaf-stem 
angle 
34 3-pointer 
35 Pay the bill 
36 Pays attention 
38 Intensified 
41 Gumbo 
42 Contributor 
45 Sea nymphs 
47 Correct 
48 Sandbag dam 
49 Roman 
magistrate 
50 Irregularly 
notched 
51 Sand hills 
52 Deep cut 
53 Palo ~,Cal. 
54 Not with 
58 Shell man 
59 Matched 
collection 
Theatre Arts department 
receives awards at ACTF 
by Amy Heritage 
Chronicle staff writer 
Recognition was given to. 
Cal. Stale San Bemardino'sThe-
atre Arts Department at last 
week's American College The­
ater Festival. 
"For a school that has a small 
theater department we are defi­
nitely making a name for our­
selves," commented Page Salter, 
CSUSB Theatre Arts Department 
Public Relations agent. 
Janet Nickell made the fi­
nalists in the Make Up Design 
competition for her woA in "The 
importance of Being Earnest." 
CSUSB received a donation 
for fffoducing an original play. " 
A Waring Absence" written by 
CSUSB student Jody Duncan was 
pCTformed. 
Duncan and Doug Buckhout, 
the leads in "A Waring Absence" 
won best actors awards. 
. "A Waring Absence" also 
wonihe Crew award. "Theawaid 
distinguishes us as the most effi­
cient, productiveand professitHial 
crew at the competition,"explains 
Salter. 
"A Waring Absence" may 
go to the national competition in 
April at the Kennedy Center. 
CSUSB was one of four produc­
tion crews at the festival told to 
"save the set." 
"When you go to different 
schools the student's don't know 
what CSUSB is, they think the'S 
B' stands fcM'Santa Barbara. They 
don't know where San Bernar­
dino is. This year they're going 
to have to take us seriously and 
know that our quality is strong 
and original." comments Jennifer 
Tafoola, assistant agent for 
CSUSB Theaue Arts Department 
public relations." 
In addition to "A Waring 
Absence" CSUSB sent five nomi­
nees for the Irene Ryan acting 
scholarship compietition. Actors 
each had five minutes to do a 
monologue and a scene with a 
partner. 
The nominees were Wedni 
Hastings, Keri Hosteller, Stacy 
Radford, Glen Sivill and Tafolla. 
Their partners were Mike Lake, 
Patrick Weeks, Jennie Butler, 
Greg Renne and Debbie Gree, 
respectively. 
These students also makeup 
the crew of "A Waring Absence" 
along with the play's cast, 
CSUSB staff members, and ad­
ditional crew members includ­
ing, Benite Anorbes, Gina 
Brittain, Nathalie Jeglen and 
Salter, acting as company man­
ager. 
The cast of" A Waring Ab­
sence" includes Duncan 
Buckhout Keith Hearon, Mike 
Lake, Glen Sivill and Jessie 
Vizcaino. 
Staff includes Professor Lee 
Lyons, Harlan Jeglin and Trudy 
Storm. 
Salter described ACTF as,a 
weekof intense theater." She said, 
"Everyone' s there j usl for the love 
of the art." 
ACTF is an annual confer­
ence that offers competilionsand 
workshops for theater students 
across the counuy. 
Sait^ commenisy "It's a 
good feeling to know that we did 
a good Job and got this far." 
DeMornay chills in Cradle 
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by Natalie White 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
The Hand That Rocks the 
Crfui/c is an action-thriller movie 
which lakes place in Washing­
ton. A wealthy gynecologists' 
wife seeks revenge after one of 
her husbands patients files a 
sexual harassment law suit which 
leads to more women filing the 
same suit against him. Instantly, 
her life is changed due to the 
harassment accusation. The de­
ranged woman takes on a new 
identity as a nanny played by 
Rebecca DcMon\ay(RiskyBusi' 
ness) and seeks revenge. 
As the plot thickens so does 
DeMomay's character, she does 
believe that she is now the mother 
ofhcremployerschildren. Noth­
ing stops DeMornay from achiev­
ing her goal, whether it is mur­
der, lies, deception or scandal, 
nothing is loo trivial for this 
psycho-nanny from obtaining her 
goal. 
This must see is on the same 
chillcr-lhriller level as Fatal At­
traction or Silence of the Lambs. 
If you enjoyed those flicks you 
will love this one. 
Also, Ernie Hudson(G/w5i 
Busters) and Annabella 
ScorriaiJungie Fever) give mov­
ing performances thatconuibuic 
to the drama. 
bove AND Bevond fi 
Sports 
SKf RENTAL RATF..S ^ 
Skis, Boots & Poles $8.50 | 
Skis only $6.00 . f 
Boots only $3.00 ! 
Poles Only $2.00 
Cal State Discounts with ID 
$2.00 off Ski Rentals — $6.00 off Demos 
$6.00 off snowboards 
3545 "A" E. Highland Ave. 
(714) 425-0877 
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Country Music: 
by Ton! FIgeira 
Chronicle staff writer Taking America by storm^ 
In the past year country music has taken 
America by storm, both on televisicm and radio. 
Country music has been around for ages: So 
what is the big deal now? 
Country music has been re-designed and 
given a facelift With the old stereotypes like 
Willie Nelson and Palsy Cline, there was no 
appeal to the younger generation. Fresh faces 
such as Garth Brooks, Clint Black and The Judds 
have given country music a new and improved 
look. 
Today's country music has a new sound 
also. There seems to have been a cross-over to 
rock-and-roll and pop music. No more twangy 
country sounds of the past. This was proven last 
year with the release of Garth Brooks' third 
album "Ropin' the Wind". Brooks' record de­
buted at number one on both country and pop 
charts, bumping back big names like Metallica, 
Hammer and U2. 
With the "new" country music, along came 
the culture. Television specials like "Hoi Coun­
try Nights" and "TTiis is Garth Brooks" (a con­
cert special) have been very successful. So 
successful that "Hot Country Nights" has been 
picked up as a weekly program. 
Western wear stores have also noticed a 
new crowd. Stores like Boot Bam and Today's 
West are catering to different people and ex­
panding there range of customers. 
Country music now has a home in the 
Inland Empire at the "Riverside Cowboy". Here 
one can enjoy concerts, free dance lessons and 
good, clean fun. "Country music has changed 
considerably," said Todd Kunesh, General Man­
ager/Publicist at the Riverside Cowboy. "Any­
one who watched Garth Brooks' concert special 
can see that country music has energy now. 
There is a lot more stage presence now." 
"Country music isn't about someone'sdog 
dying anymore. It's about real things like 
'Friends in Low Places'," said Kunesh. "We 
(Riverside Cowboy] want people to leave want­
ing to come back again and again," he said. 
Tandy, Bates find friendship in Tomatoes 
by Renee Groese 
Chronicle editor in chief 
Fried Green Tomatoes is a 
story about two women who de­
velop a strong friendship. It stars 
Jessica Tandy and Kathy Bates, 
who meet in a nursing home be­
cause Bates accompanies her 
husband to visit his ailing aunt. 
The aunt does not like Bates, and 
whenever she visits, she throws 
things at Bates. 
After awhile Bates decides she 
has had enough, and waits for her 
husband in another room. It is 
here that she meets Tandy and 
becomes friends with her. As 
Bates chomps down on candy 
bars, Tandy tells her stories about 
what life was like for her when 
she grew up. The movie reverts 
back to this time, which was in 
the 1920's. 
Bales and Tandy' s friendship 
endears and Bates begins to 
change her negativeattitudeabout 
herself. Before she was very pas­
sive, but now that she has a new 
found friend, she also has new 
found energy. She exercises 
more,eais celery instead of candy 
bars, and doesn't let people push 
her around. For instance, after 
waiting patiently for a parking 
spot, two girls in a volkswagon 
cut in front of her and steals her 
spot. Bates then hits the back of 
the volkswagon six times, and 
tells the girls,"let's face it, I'm 
older and 1 have more insurance." 
The movie gets its title from 
the speciality that Tandy and her 
best friend used to to serve to 
customers in the cafe they owned. 
Bates and Tandy made a good 
pair in this movie. 
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"that's our goal." 
Country music gives a feeling of patriotism 
and fun. Although it has a stigma of being 
depressing, as Kunesh staled, it is about real life. 
In a recent interview with People magazine 
Garth Brooks stated, "All I'm doing is just 
reporting real life, and real life is sad and 
tense...and sometimes funnier than hell." 
Even the campus radio station, KSSB, is 
taking part in the country music trend with the 
addition of Lee Romano's country music show 
on Thursdays from 2-4 p.m. 
So is country to the 90's like disco was to 
the late 70's and early 80's? Maybe. It can be 
compared to disco in that dancing and dress are 
part of the culture. But country has been around 
too long to die hard like disco did. 
Country music will always have faithful 
followers. Perhaps because people can relate to 
the "everyday guy/girl" that country singers 
portray. So don't hide the fact that youUkek^ 
countrv music. nni ^ 
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Sexual techniques - A part of literacy 
For some, the questions 
asked in this article may be of­
fensive, or may not be viewed as 
issues ai^Hopriate for a college 
newspaper. However, there is evi­
dence that for many young 
women the issues addressed are 
valid ones and the column on 
Sexual Literacy is obligated to 
answer them. 
In previous issues I asked 
that questions be submitted, and 
the following are two that were. 
"/ know most people prob­
ably naturally know how to mas­
turbate but J don't. How do 
women masturbate." 
It is not uncommon for 
women not to know how to mas­
turbate. Men's genitalia is exter­
nal and techniques of masturba­
tion are less diverse. Women 
masturbate in many different 
ways. Often women stroke, rub 
or ai^ly pressure to the genital 
TIFFANY WRIGHT 
area. Most women do not apply 
direct pressure to the clitoris. 
Some women use their hands 
while others rub against a pillow 
or rub their thighs together. While 
there are books devoted entirely 
to how to achieve orgasm through 
mastmhation, one of the most 
successful and popular tech­
niques advocated by these books, 
is to have the water from the 
bathtub flow onto the genital area. 
Remember, masturbation is a 
healthy, normal and pleasurable 
activity. 
"My girlfriend had a baby 
and her stomach has stretch 
marks. She hates them and won't 
let me touch them or won't even 
have sex with me with the lights 
on because of her stomach. 
We have been going out six 
months and I love all of her — 
what can I do? T ve tried talking 
to her." 
Women are bombarded with 
images of the perfect body and 
how they do not measure up. 
Women's self esteem is often 
wrapped up in how their bodies 
lookand compare. Your girlfriend 
- might at some level- feel that if 
you think her stomach is ugly, 
you will think she is ugly. The 
answer to yourquestion involves 
many issues that are related to 
your girlfriend's personal psy­
chological situation, however, 
you might try loving her stom­
ach. Touch and kiss each pan of 
her body while telling her how 
much you love her and the pan of 
the body you are paying attention 
to. Hopefully, by the time you get 
to her stomach, she will be com­
fortable with what you are doing 
and relax and accept your affec­
tions. Continue, during other 
lovemaking sessions, to pay 
subtle but special attention 
(kisses work especially well) to 
her tummy and tell her you love 
her stretch marks, her baby marks. 
Good luck, and don't give up, 
helping your girlfriend be sexu­
ally comfortable with her body 
could be one of the best presents 
she will ever get 
Recycling a priority for 
new AS! committee 
i t -
rc Cash for College 
Over 3 Million Students Will Qualify 
For College Grants & Scholarships 
* >>e;im the quicl<est & easiest ways you can 
win both scholarships and futanaa) aid awanls. 
• Learn how to improve your chances for a 
Pell Grant 
» Learn how to increase the amount of your 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
» Ijeam Nrw much monev' you are elijiihk' to reccK'c 
SO you am choose tliesclxwLs Uut best suit your 
true financial need. 
For more information and a FREF copy of 
10 Ways To Stretch Your 
Scholarship Chances! 
fiTi out and mail the attached coupon TODAY! 
Send fo r  FREE In fo rmat ion  
Njme 
i:ddr«ss 
City — . State Zip 
Phone ) 
Mail Coupon 1o: 
CREATIVE SERVICES {OR 429) 
2995 VAN BUREN, BOX A13-170 
RIVERSIDE. OA 92S03 
(80(^10-9730 
by Nick Nazarlan 
Chronicle staff writer 
Associated Students Incorporated is spon­
soring an environmentally-oriented recycling pro­
gram at CSUSB. The program is headed by a group 
called The Environmental Committee. 
The Environmental Committee plans to set 
up approximately 32 recycling bins around campus, 
most of which will be located next to vending 
machines so that students can properly dispose of 
their recyclable products. All proceeds will go to 
ASI, who will then fund selected environmental 
projects. 
The next meeting is Monday, Feb. 24, at 
5 p.m. in the Student Union, rooms A & B, or gel 
information by calling Larisa Tompkins at 880-
3931. 
S7EV» JENHNG&The CtrcnkSe 
Environmental Committee members collect 
white paper. 
flSI RAFFLE 
*Price of tickets $1.00. 
•proceeds go to support Athletic Scholarship. 
•Drawing takes place on March 4th, 1992 in front of the library 
at noon. 
•Contact Cheryl Marie Osborne at 880-5932. 
Prizes include: 
-Hot air balloon ride for 2 
-$350 scholarship for CSUSB 
-Two $50 gift certificates for Bookstore 
-Two $50 gift certificates for Stater Bros, market 
-A $50 gift certificate for Bobby McGees 
-A $50 gift certificate for T.G.I. Fridays 
-A $50 gift certificate for the Inland Center Mail 
-One man's CSUSB wrist watch 
-One women's CSUSB wrist watch 
-Five A.S.I. T-shirts 
-One family pizza at Jerseys 
-Two nights and 3 days lodging at the Gold Coast Hotel In 
Las Vegas. Nevada 
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SIFE promotes free enterprise 
by Natalie Romano 
Chronicle staff writer 
Walking around campus one 
might have observed a flyer bear­
ing the letters SIFE. SIFE like 
LIFE? SIFElikeLEAF? There's 
nothing else on the piece of paper 
to supply any answers. And that's 
exactly the idea. 
SIFE, which stands for Stu­
dents In Free Enterprise wants to 
gel your attention. Those en-, 
roll^ in Marketing 590M work 
ou tsideof class asateam tospread 
the word on free-enterprise. 
SIFE members try to answer 
the question. "What is free enter­
prise?" everytime they get to­
gether. 
Their conclusion is "simply, 
it is anything that does not in­
volve government to a great ex­
tent, anything from a lemonade 
stand to Disneyland,"ac''ording 
to President Minka Francis. 
On a national level, SIFE is 
both the college chapters and the 
foundatiCHis andcorporations that 
support them. These organiza­
tions design competition and fi­
nancially reward the student 
teams which have the best free-
enterprise campaign. 
Armed with the theme "Re­
newing America Begins With 
Free Enterprise," The CSUSB 
Chapter of SIFE, plans to launch 
a series of programs based on 
that principle. 
"We want to reach as many 
people possible for competition. 
We'll targeting junior high-
schools, high-schools, CSUSB 
and maybe elementary schools," 
Thomas Kesig, SIFE's Promo­
tion Director said. 
To reach others in the local San 
Bernardino community. SERE 
will be setting up a booth in the 
Carousel Mall. Information per­
taining to the United States cur­
rent economic state and SIFE's 
ideas on what individuals can do 
to change it will be available. 
As for the future of SIFE, 
Francis would like to see mem­
bership expand and that those 
involved come from diverse ma­
jors, each adding something 
unique to the team. Furthermore, 
she hopes that SIFE develops an 
on campus business run by stu­
dents. 
A pmu£ /AipL/ifrr 
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A BREASTED PERSPECTIVE 
ft 
SATURDAY 
12PM •2PM 
KSSB 
106.3FM 0 
lliU ad does not lepresenl Ae views or support of CSUSB or KSSB. if so. Iheie'd 
be more female iostnioiors and more female DJ's. Suggestions .call - 8flO-KSSB. 
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Foundation Food Services presents... 
As Easy As 1-2-3 
Deposit $50, $75, or $100 into a 
Coyote Caird account in the Food 
Services Office in the Commons. 
2. We'll credit your account with an 
extra $5, $10, or $15, depending on 
your deposit. 
3. Present your caird whenever you 
maike a purchase in the Commons, 
at the Pub, in the Alder Room, or 
for a Lunch Delivery. We'll charge 
your purchase to your account -
automaticedly! 
The Coyote Ceu-d - the best way to paiy 
for Food Service. Anytime. 
Foundation food services offers 
variety for the CSUSB campus 
By Mitchell Halbreich 
Chronicle staff writer 
The school year of 1991-92 has seen 
many changes in the food SCTvice here at 
California Slate University, San Bernar­
dino. The changes aren't just limited to 
The Pub and Commons. 
At the Commons people can order 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, various 
types of foods are offered. Separate 
featuring salads, sandwiches, grill items, 
waBles and more are featured. Prices 
vary, the best way to go is to take advan­
tage of the buffet price. These prices are: 
for breakfast-$3.85, lunch-$5.35, and din-
ner-$7.35. 
New this quarter in theCommonsis 
the Snack Stop. Snack Stop, open from 
1:30 iMn-5:00pm, has coffee, canned soft 
drinli,chips,fruitandpre-wrapped sand­
wiches available for students wanting to 
take advantage of the quiet times in the 
Commons. 
The Alder Room, open Monday-
Friday, 11:30 am-1:00 pm, is open to 
members of the campus community. 
Operating similar to a full service restau­
rant, the Alder Room, is a big switch 
from the other food services available on 
campus. Prices range from $3 to $5. 
The Pub, which seems to be the most 
popular place on campus, offers a wide 
variety of foods. Outside The Pub is a 
grill featuring hamburgers, hot dogs, 
chicken, hot links, and steak sandwiches. 
Inside The Pub, a buffet is featured offer­
ing items such as baked potato bar, pasta 
bar, international food, Asian food, and 
a lacobar. These different buffets rotate 
so that people hereon certain days won't 
always get stuck with the same thing. 
Other features in The Pub include 
happy hour on Fridays from 2:00 pm-
5:00pm,offeringfreeappetizers. Sand­
wiches including the Hot Sandwich of 
the Day, and the new Veggie weggie are 
also offered at the counter in The Pub. 
Doughnuts, bagels, nachos, and other 
snack items are also available to the 
customer. 
A unique feature offered by the 
Foundation Food Swvices is On-Cam-
pus Lunch Delivery on Monday-Friday, 
11:00 am-l:30i»n. Lunch can be deliv­
ered on campus and orders must be 
called in by 10:30am, just call extension 
5916. Salads, sandwiches, and subs are 
offered for under $5. Beverages are 
also available. 
For those members of the campus 
community who eat a lot here at Cal 
Stat^the Coyote Card is also an option. 
For $50, $75, and $100, the Coyote card 
can be purchased. Each timeitis used at 
the various food services the balance is 
reduced similar to a credit card. The 
incentive for buying the Coyote Card is 
extra credit given when the card is pur­
chased. For$50-$5extracredilis given, 
for S75-S10 dollars is given, and for 
$100-$15 is given. 
The Foundation Food Services is 
constantly striving to meet the expecta­
tions of its consumers. Anybody with 
comments or questions can reach Keith 
R. Ernst at extension 5916. 
KSSB 106.3 FM 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
8-lOam Staff Gavin Muck 
Classic Rock 
Martin Hepp 
Eclectic Altern. 
Dan OToole 
Rock 
Michelle Smith 
R&BlSoul 
Steve Kaye 
Top 40 
Tony Soto 
Alternative 
10-12pm Suff Jesse Rolnnscn 
Hip Hop 
Terence Collins 
Classical 
Luke Hunt 
Alternative 
Jeff Pope 
Disco 
Adriane Aucone 
Top 40 
Jennifer Syria 
Alternative 
12-2pni Anthony 
Qeveland 
Ravel Acid 
Thomas Shalin 
Jazz 
Brian Mur[Ay 
Talk Radio 
Jeff Parker 
Metal 
Chris Ellis 
JazzlReggae 
JeffAdkins 
Dance 
Local Bands 
Melissa Stampe 
Folk/Metal 
2-4pm Wendy MeH^ord 
Julie D'Arca 
Alternative 
Steve a Jeff 
^paruTett 
Mr. Rob 
Imtnntwt 
Lacey Loe 
Alternative 
Marc Garcia 
Industrial 
Lee Romano 
Country 
Drew Beets 
Alternative 
Tracy Gordon 
Contemporary 
4-6pin Jorge Monge 
Rock 
Robin Diamond 
Heavy Metal 
Adrian Hyau 
Heavy Metal 
Bryan Stanley 
Rock 
Jay Caballero 
Top 40 
Dustin Howard 
Alternative 
Educational 
Programming 
6-8pm Brian Fisher 
RdtB/House 
Ken Cooke 
Industrial 
Marcel Insua 
Techno/Acid 
Butch Shomph 
ScfiRock 
Billy Johnstm 
Rap/Soid 
PaulJuedes 
Alternative 
Staff 
8-lOpin Jerald Gaines 
House 
Greg McDeath 
Punk/Hardcore 
Xavier Ramos 
Alternative 
Jeff Phillips 
Thrash Metal 
Steve Klemroth 
Rock 
Robert 
LaChausse 
Alternative 
Ian Cahir 
Alternative 
lO-Uam Jason Prost 
Alternative 
Elidt Alberto 
Granillo 
Rock 
Kaihie Sullivan 
Sandra Plunk 
Alternative 
Tom Crosby 
Heavy Metal 
Rick Johnson 
Underground 
Sherwin Smith 
Thrash Metal 
Malissa Golubic 
Alternative 
Continued from page 4 
I was taken out to the compound just a week before 
the Chronicle broke the story. A friend and I asked Dr. 
Ellins if we could see the coyotes. Without hesitation he 
took us out to the compound. It was clean, roomy, and 
quite humane. Dr. Ellins was kind and gentle with the 
animals. He expressed a compassionate desire to protect 
them. 1 left the compound with a pride in my school and 
gratitude and admiration for my professor who is such an 
intricate part of it. 
1 only wish the reportCTs from The Chronicle had 
approached Dr. Ellins in the same way before they ever 
put their fmgers to a keyboard to cast the first word. It is 
interesting that those who have accused Dr. Ellins of 
avoidance and secrecy are themselves the ones who have 
behaved, at the very least, in a clandestine manner. 1 
would encourage you as individual journalists and the 
newspaper as a whole to raise your ethical standards and 
precision in reporting, to strive for excellence and integ­
rity as Dr. Ellins requires of himself and his students. 
Tread carefully where innocent people might be 
hurt, depaident animals might be harmed, and the name of 
our university might be besmirched. It is your duty. 
Sincerely, 
Sandra L. Tan 
Student- CSUSB 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
JOBS 
FUNDRAISER: Lookingforiop 
fraternity, sorority, student orga­
nization that would like to earn 
$500-$ 1500 for one week on 
campus marketing projecL Must 
be organized and hard working. 
FOR RENT 
Roommate wan ted to share4 bed­
room, 2 bath, new house. Own 
room. Rent$250permonth,Sl00 
deposit, 1/4 utilities. 880-6934 
ROOMMATE WANTED! $300 
amonth, 1/3 of utilities, enclosed 
Jacuzzi, satellite dish (all movie 
channels), big screen T.V., com-
pactdiscplayer,2 l/2bathrooms, 
washer and dryer, 7 miles from 
campus. 887-6162 
FOR SALE 
Sales - Police equipment. South-
em California area, high com­
mission %, car required, resumes 
to 780 Montague Exwy. #302, 
San Jose, 95131, or call (408) 
432-1242 
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4-
wheelers. motorhomcs.byPBI, 
IRS, DEA. Available in your 
area now. Call (805) 682-7555 
Ext. C-5891 
REPOSSESSED & IRS FORE­
CLOSED HOMES available at 
below market value. Fantastic 
savings! You repair. AlsoS&L 
bailout properties. Call (805) 
682-7555 Ext. H-6206 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. Great benefits. 
Call (805) 682-7555 Ext. P-3614 
FREE TRAVEL - Air couriers 
and Crasieships. Students also 
needed Christmas, Spring, and 
Summer for Amusement Park 
employmenL Call (805) 682-
7555 Ext. F-3367 
SERVICES 
Word Processing near Cal Stale-
Word Perfect and Laser printing: 
t e r m p a p e r s , r e s u m e s ,  
manuscripts, etc. Call Cynthia 
at 887-5931. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESS­
ING: Thesis, resumes, 
manuscipts utilizing Word Per­
fect 5.1; laserjet printing. Call 
Pam at864-8723 (Highland area) 
STUDENTS 
WANTED! 
EARN UP TO 
$IO/NR. 
Make your own hours, 
make excellent money 
marketing credit cards 
on your campus. 
CALL l-800'950'8472 exl.20 
Briefs 
Nutrition Club 
In honor of National Nutri­
tion Month, the Health And Nu­
trition Club is offering free com­
puter assisted diet analysis and 
coimseling for all interested stu­
dents and faculty. Coimseling 
will be held in University Hall on 
Wednesday, March 4, from 10:30 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
For more information call Laura 
Yoimg at 980-8038. 
Financial Aid Deadlines for 
1992-1993 
Financial Aid priority filing 
date, scholarship application 
deadline and Cal Grant deadline 
is March 2,1992. 
Christian Fellowship 
Cal State Christian Fellow­
ship meetings are held on 
Wednesdays at noon in PL 296. 
Gamma Sigma Alpha 
initiates new members 
by Charlene S. Hurley 
Chronicle editor in chief 
Gamma Sigma Alpha, one 
of Cal State, San Bernardino's 
Greek academic honor societies, 
initiated eight new members last 
Wednesday night 
The new initiates included 
Christina Brown from Alpha 
Delta Pi, Jennifer Carter from 
Alpha Phi, Jennifer Kelsey from 
Alpha Delta Pi, Gary McBride 
from Delta Sigma Phi, Michael 
McCleskey from Sigma Chi, 
Kevin Hairis from Sigma Chi, 
Rob Huey from Sigma Nu, and 
Greg Saks frcwn Sigma Chi. 
To achieve this honor mem­
bers must have attained either a 
quarterly of cumulative grade., 
point average of 3.50 or higher""' 
the previous quarter while carry­
ing 12 units or more. 
Gamma Sigma Alpha is one 
of two honor societies available 
to students in a sorority or frater­
nity on campus. 
Upcoming events include a 
resume writing workshop and a 
dinner for GSA members and 
their parents. 
Members graduating in June 
will be allowed to wear a Gamma 
Sigma Alpha sash at the com--
mencement ceremonies. 
3970  N .  S ierra  k>a^ 
San  Bernardino  
Save Time - Sove $$$ 
•Our brand new sun-
brcmze lamps are great.It 
takes 6 to 10 session 
elsewhere to equal 4. 20 
mln. In our beds or 4, 12 
mln. In our 40 lamp 
booth. 
•Student rates.* 
New customers...$9.99 
1st 3 sessions 
1 session.... $4,00 
5 sessions...$18.25 
1/2 mth. ...$2l 
Leading brands of 
accelerators and lotions 
In 8 oz. bottles. $7.00 
Call 881-3399 
Join your friends 
at the 
FREE 
490 taco 
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 
MACHO BORRIIO 
San Bernardino, 
E40th St. & Waterman • Waterman & 9th St • 2nd & "G" St. 
E. Highland & Sterling • S. Waterman & Barton 
S. "E" Street & Orangeshow • Del Rosa & Date 
Redfands Blvd. & Tlppacanoe • EHightand Ave. & Palm 
Colton, E Washington & Mount Vemon 
Please D'esenMhi$ coupon oroefmg Not gooo witn any oinef otter 
i.,uStorTj©r pays all aopbCfic e sa os tax Goofi ooiy at triase iocatioos 
Limir Stx 0*f$r exprres 2 25 92 
#Dei1hco 
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 
498 W. 40th San Bernardino (1 block east of Kendall.) 
882-6535 
Weekly drink specials-
Monday: 750 draft beer 
$1.25 cheeseburgers 
Tuesday; $1.00 you call it drinks 
Wednesday: Margarita Night 
OELTACO 1)92 
Thursday: 250 Progressive Beer Night 
Friday: $8.00 bucket of mixed drinks 
Saturday: $3.50 pitchers of beer 
• • • • • • • • • • • • •  
$1.00 Off! 
ANY DRINK 
Not valid Thursday! 
(Limit 1 coupon per customer) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • •  
fi-
©®3M(i J®3,m 
i 
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Baseball not Intimidated by division change 
by John Andrews 
Chronicle sports editor 
The 1992 Cal State San Ber­
nardino Baseball team has joined 
the seven other athletic programs 
on campus facing its first year in 
the highly touted CCAA (Cali­
fornia Collegiate Athletic Asso­
ciation). 
First year head coach Don 
Pamell says despite being "rook­
ies" in the CCAA, the Coyotes 
will be competitive. 
"We expect to compete in 
this conference," says Pamell. 
"We're not intimidated by any­
one." 
Pamell comes to CSUSB 
after three years as an assistant 
coach at UC Riverside, a team 
that advanced to the NCAA Divi­
sion II semifinals last year and is 
currently ranked third in the na­
tion. Joining the Highlanders as 
nationally ranked CCAA this sea­
son are Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 
(6th), Cal State Dominguez Hills 
(I3th), and Cal Poly Pomona 
(24th). 
The CSUSB Baseball pro­
gram has been no strangerto suc­
cess itself having made two 
straight trips to the NCAA Divi­
sion in World Series and compil­
ing a record of 132-57-2 in it's 
five-year history. 
Surprisingly, the team is re­
luming only six players from last 
years World Series team and 
Pamell says that after being hired, 
had only three weeks to recruit 
replacements for lost players. 
"Because of the time limita­
tions, we have primarily junior 
college transfers," says 
Pamell."Some have sat out the 
last year or so." 
Among the players relum­
ing from last years Coyote Squad 
are pitchers Rene Aguilar, who 
went 6-2 last year with a 6.91 
ERA and owns the school 
strikeout record with 147, and 
Rocky Ray who finished3-3 with 
a 4.96 ERA last year. 
Pamell says pitching is defi­
nitely among the team's strengths 
as they have brought in several 
University uansfer players for 
that position. 
"We have some good, live 
arms with us;" he says."Whether 
Coyotes swept out of playoff picutre 
The 1991-1992 Coyote 
men's basketball team may have 
watched its slim playoff hopes 
slip away with two home losses 
last weekend. 
Friday against Cal Slate 
Bakersfield, the Coyotes waged 
a see-saw battle with the Road-
mnners through most of the fu^t 
half only to watch the bottom fall 
out in the second half, shooting 
only 19% from the field and los­
ing 84-47. The ever-reliable 
Develle Walker led the coyotes 
again with 20 points. 
Saturday night the Coyotes 
faced Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, 
a team they had upset earlier this 
season for perhaps their biggest 
win of the year. On that night. 
CSUSB had executed a nearly 
flawless defensive performance, 
stifling the Mustangspotent three-
point shooters and their giant (by 
Division II standards) center 
Shawn Kiriceby. 
On Saturday, however, the 
Mustangs who executed flaw­
lessly striking a perfect balance 
between the perimeter sharp-
shooting from reserve guard Matt 
Cla wsOT, who led all scorers with 
30 points, and inside muscle from 
Kirkeby who matched his season 
average of 18 points, giving 
CPSLO a 105-93 victory. 
The Coyote front court 
turned in a more inspired perfor­
mance than the previous night as 
senior forward Steve Hickev 
poured in a career-high 23 points 
and gave the Coyotes their only 
lead of the game midway through 
the first half. Senior center 
DeShang Weaver knocked in 22 
points including two monsterous 
dunks giving the crowd its big­
gest thrill of the second half. The 
Coyotes were led, as usual, by 
Develle Walker who had 28 
points and suengthened his grip 
on the CCAA scoring title. 
The Coyotes, now 4-7 in 
conference, travel to Cal State 
Dominguez Hills Friday, Feb. 21, 
and on to Chapman College Sat­
urday, Feb. 22. 
•John Andrews 
they are intimidated by Division 
II, (Mily time will tell." 
Among the new pitchers are 
junior right-hander Dominic 
Hemess from Washington State 
University, senior right-hander 
Tom Irwin from Lewis and Clark 
and Greg Gherrets from Cal State 
San Fransisco. 
Parnell says the Coyotes are 
a bit more shaky offensively. 
"As far as ^e style of base­
ball you play goes," he says, "you 
pretty much have to adept it to the 
players you have." 
The team will play all of its 
home games at Fiscallini Field in 
San Bernardino, a place Parnell 
says is ideal for power-hitting. 
"It doesn't take a whole lot 
of power to hit it out there," says 
PaiTiell."we certainly have a few 
guys who can do it." 
One such player is utility 
man Reuben Montano who has 
three home runs already includ­
ing a game-winneragainst South-
em Califwnia College on Satur­
day Feb. 8.Cal State does indeed 
have a tough road to hoe playing 
30 of its 34 games this season 
against nationally ranked teams. 
Still Pamell says his team 
could very well be a CCAA "dark 
horse," particularly in the latter 
part of the season. 
"Look for us to really come 
on in the second half," he says. 
f^' 
a The Original 
a 
a 
1 
5 251 W. Baseline San Bernardino ^ 
885-0218 i 
14" Medium Pizza 
$6.95 choose up to 
3 items^a. add. item .75 
take out only 
Limited Time Offer 
• .not valid with other discounts or coupons 
* bring in student body card 
* [nsciSQve dlnsciiDtiaiiDd 
» on any item on the menu 
* dine in only 
. 
* valid only to student body 
* card holders 
Lady Coyotes clip OS LA 
The Cal Slate San Bernar­
dino Women's basketball team 
edged past the Cal State Los An­
geles Golden Eagles Friday, Feb. 
14alCSLA 68-65. 
Kim Hansen lead the Lady 
Coyotes with 14 points and II 
rebounds. Steady scorer Ch^ll 
Few added 13 points and 10 re­
bounds and guard Christa 
Ramirez doled out six assists. 
The CSUSB women had an 
excellent first half against the Cal 
Poly Pomona Broncos before 
faultering in the second half, los­
ing 69-55. Both teams shot well 
from the field at 50 percent. 
Cheryll Few continued to be 
an offensive force with 17 points 
including five three-pointers. 
Kelly O'Brien chippy in 14 
points and eight retounds. The 
Lady Coyotes return home to take 
on Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 
Friday, Feb. 21 and then Chapman 
College on Saturday, Feb. 22. 
-Tracy Olson 
$10.00 
haircuts 
for students 
($12.00 regular) 
Acrylic nails $25.00 
Ear Piercing 
Kendall at University 
1689 Kendall Suite J 
10% discount to 
all students with 
CSUSB I.D. 
M 10-6,T-F10-8 
vSat 9-6, Sun 
10-4 
Perms 
with free 
follow-up 
Shampoo and style 
$38.00 
$10.00 off on Sundays 
WALK-INS WELCOME' 
Appointments available 
887-8588 
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Walker leads league in scoring 
by SiMa Salcido 
Chronide staff writer 
Junior guard Develle Walker is 
leading the Cal State, San Ber­
nardino Men's Basketball team 
as well as setting the pace for the 
entire CC AA conference with an 
average of 23.7 points per game 
and coming off a career high of 
33 points against Cal Poly 
Pomona Friday, Feb. 7. 
PiiOT to coming to Cal State, 
/ 
r«-
mo. 
Through GMAC 
• 45 MPG/City • 50 MPG/Hwy. 
• 3 yr./36,000 Mile Warranty 
Vbur Clievy/Geo Dealor has a whole new way (or you 
to acquire all (he fun and slyle of a 92 Geo MeUo lor as 
low as $139 a monlh. Il's called Ihe GMAC SmarlLease. 
And what makes il so smarl is lhal 11 makes Ihe most 
out of your car budget. AH you have to put down is a 
security deposi! of $150. And with SmarlLease there's 
no surprises. You gel a guaranteed purchase price when 
your lease ends so you can 
forget about resale risks or 
trade-in hassles. Find out 
how easy it is to get into a 
new Geo Metro at your par­
ticipating Southern California 
Chevrolet and Geo Dealer. 
Southern California 
Qievrolet & Geo Dealers 
A S S O r l A T I O N  
•48 pno GM4C SmsiH C3« on apptovrd andpi Ic^pw (wyrotil based uii MSKP Midto H.iWilwft Cutc 
•Hh sderlfid ri|i|jt»r. ol $?2R4 hplal dm; al lease agniiq Isl nm p,Tv<iieiiI o( JI39 flips ta». sertpnf* 
depnsil ol $(S0, WIP:. fcense R trgishatiiipi (naW n»-lionl oi ainoiliffid with lease iiayiinuls) lulat o( 
monfll)f payments $6,6?104 plus (ax apMed to lease p.Tyments Ophon lo [xadiase al lease end 
JlSOfi 6fl I essee pays mcessivp mm * yai Mic.iir iJviige <il 10 eents/ii* cw 6(1,0(11) it ixii iinliasixl 
InllvxkHl p|e.ilni pppces vapy SPXI pailirsialii*) dealer i™ (Mails OIN goixf Mwu Maidi .11 19(1? 
EPA esliinales Use lot cntuwfison Yoiit mHraqe may vary yvi;' snw 
Walker played two years at LA 
City CoUege under current Coy­
ote coach Reggie Morris. 
When Morris was offered the 
position as head coach for 
CSUSB, he asked Walker along 
with guaidsAaronCoureaultand 
Michael Fostw to join his Coyote 
pack.Walker admits that he had 
"no real directiwi" as to what he 
wanted to do after he finished his 
studies at L.A.C.C. but with the 
guidance of his long-time coach 
and mentor, he took the opportu­
nity that was offered to him. 
Walker has not only had to 
adjust to a new school but also to 
a different lifestyle. Academi­
cally, he feels the quarter system 
is much faster and more chal­
lenging than the slower-paced 
semester system he was accus-
tomedto^L.A.C.C. His lifestyle 
has taken-off in the opposite di­
rection. He finds life in San Ber­
nardino slow yet a nice change 
from the upbeat tempx) of South 
Central L. A. which is considered 
a "rough neighborhood" in Los 
Angeles. Although Walker grew-
up in an area with a bad 
reputation,when asked how he 
avoided trouble he sttued "by 
minding my own business and 
playing basketball." 
The pressure that sometimes 
comes ^m being in the spot­
light has not hit Walker yet. "Itry 
to come and play hard every 
Michael Foster defends against Develle Wafer's jump shot 
game, I do whatever it takes to 
win, concentrate on the game , 
and block the crowd out of my 
mind," Walker said. Being the 
leading scorer in an aggressive 
conference such as the CCAA is 
not an easy accomplishment, 
however, Walker doesn't seem 
to be having any problems. He 
realizes that it takes discipline 
and hard work to be competitive 
inbasketball. "Ifyoudon'tcome 
to play every night, you can 
lose,"Walker said. 
Walker's basketball skills and 
talent have enabled him to attend 
school on a basketball scholar­
ship. Like many athletes he would 
like lo one day turn professional, 
but he is well aware of the odds of 
this happening. That is why he is 
keeping his options open by pur­
suing a degree in Criminal Jus-
lice in hopes of someday becom­
ing a probation officer, to give 
back to the community. 
o 
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"WE HAVE EVEIQTHING TO MAKE YDUR^CAR^SHINE" 
8 BAYS-SUPER SELF-SERVE 
& TOUCHLESS FULL SERVICE AUTOMATIC 
***BOTH WITH SPOT FREE RINSE*** 
**10 VACUMES 
**CARPET SHAMPOOER 
**AUTO FRAGRANCE 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
"DRIVE AWAY SPOT-FREE WITH SPOT-FREE RINSE 
COME ON IN AND GIVE US A TRY'" 
LOCATED AT 894 KENDALL AT KENDALL AND "F" 
cP '<^ 
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